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ABSTRACT

Feature selection has two main conflicting objectives, which
are to minimise the number of features and maximise the
classification accuracy. Evolutionary computation techniques
are particularly suitable for solving mult-objective tasks.
Based on differential evolution (DE), this paper develops
a multi-objective feature selection algorithm (DEMOFS).
DEMOFS is examined and compared with two traditional
feature selection algorithms and a DE based single objec-
tive feature selection algorithm. DEFS aims to minimise
the classification error rate of the selected features. Exper-
iments on nine benchmark datasets show that in almost all
cases, DEMOFS outperforms DEFS and the two traditional
feature selection methods in terms of both the number of
features and the classification performance.
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1. PROPOSED APPROACHES

1.1 Single Objective Algorithms: DEFS
DEFS is a basic DE based feature selection algorithm,

where the objective of DEFS is to select a feature subset
with the lowest classification error rate or the highest classi-
fication accuracy. Therefore, the classification error rate (i.e.
a wrapper measure) is used as the fitness function, which is
a minimisation function shown by Equation 1).

F it1 = ErrorRate =
FP + FN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

where FP, FN, TP and TN stand for false positives, false
negatives, true positives, and true negatives, respectively.

In DEFS, each individual is encoded as a vector of real
numbers, xi = (xi1, xi2, .., xid, .., xiD), where D is the di-
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-Code of DEMOFS

begin
Initialise the population with randomly
individuals; while Maximum Generation is not
met do

evaluate the two objective values of each
individual ; /* number of features and
the classification error rate on the
Training set */
for i=1 to Population Size (P ) do

create candidate C from parent i;
evaluate the two objective values of C;
if C dominates parent i then

use C to replace parent i;

else if parent i dominates C then
C is discarded;

else if parent i and C are non-dominated
to each other then

C is added to the population;

if Population exceeds the maximum size
(maxP ) then

truncate the population according to
non-dominated sorting

randomly enumerate the individuals in the
population;

calculate the testing classification error rate of the
non-dominated solutions (feature subsets);
return the non-dominated solutions and their
training and testing classification error rates.

mensionality of the dataset. 0 ≤ xid ≤ 1 shows the proba-
bility of the dth feature being selected. A threshold θ is used
to determine whether this feature is selected. If θ ≤ xid, the
dth feature is selected. Otherwise, the dth feature is not
selected.

The DE scheme DE/rand/1/bin [4] is used following [3].
The evolutionary feature selection process of DEFS is per-
formed on the training set of a classification problem to se-
lect a small number of features. After this training process,
the selected feature subset will be used to transform the
test set and the classification performance of the selected
features will be evaluated on the transformed test set.

1.2 Multi-objective Algorithm: DEMOFS
DE was originally used for single objective optimisation.

To extend DE for multi-objective optimisation, Robič and
Bogdand [3] developed a multi-objective DE algorithm named
DEMO [3]. DEMO is based on the idea of a popular multi-
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objective evolutionary algorithm, i.e. non-dominated sort-
ing based genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) [1]. Experiments
on multi-objective benchmark function optimisation showed
that DEMO achieved better performance than popular evo-
lutionary multi-objective algorithms [3], but DEMO has never
been applied to feature selection problems. To test the use
of DE for multi-objective feature selection, we investigate
a new feature selection algorithm based on DEMO, where
DEMO is used to simultaneously minimise the classification
error rate and the number of features. This feature selec-
tion algorithm is named DEMOFS. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudo-code of DEMOFS.

2. EXPERIMENTS
The performance of the two DE based feature selection

algorithms are examined on nine datasets selected from the
UCI machine learning repository [2]. For each dataset, the
instances are randomly divided into two sets: 70% as the
training set and 30% as the test set. The crossover rate is
set as 0.3. The DE based algorithms are stochastic methods
and each of them has been performed for 30 independent
runs on each dataset. Other settings of the experiments and
the results presentation follow the literature [6, 5].

2.1 Results of DEFS
In all cases, DEFS selected around half of the available

features and achieved similar or better classification perfor-
mance than using all features.

The results show that DEFS uses DE as the search tech-
nique can be successfully used for feature selection in classi-
fication to reduce the dimensionality of the data, but reserve
useful information and/or remove redundant/irrelevant in-
formation to maintain or improve the classification perfor-
mance.

2.2 Results of DEMOFS
For all the nine datasets, the “average” set contains at

least one feature subset, which included a smaller number
of features and achieved at least similar classification per-
formance as using all features. Note that the solutions from
the same run are non-dominated to each other, but when
combining solutions from all the 30 independent runs, some
solutions may dominate others. Therefore, some of the so-
lutions in the “average” set dominate others. In all the nine
datasets, the “best” set of solutions selected a significantly
smaller number of features and achieved better classification
performance than using all features.

The results show that DEMOFS uses a multi-objective
search mechanism can effectively explore the solution space
to obtain a set of trade-off solutions, which can reduce the
number of features and improve the classification perfor-
mance over using all features.

2.3 Comparisons between DEFS and DEMOFS
The classification performance of the “average” set is usu-

ally slightly worse or similar to that of DEFS, but the “best”
set is always better than DEFS. This is reasonable because
DEFS, and DEMOFS share the same (total) number of eval-
uations, but DEFS focuses on the optimisation of the classifi-
cation performance and return only one single solution from
each run. DEMOFS returns a set of solutions with trade-
off between the classification performance and the number

of features. Therefore, when averaging the classification er-
ror rates of feature subsets from different runs, it may be
slightly worse the DEFS.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this paper was to develop a DE based multi-

objective feature selection approach to selecting a set of non-
dominated feature subsets, which include a small number of
features and achieve high classification performance than us-
ing all features. The goal has been achieved by using a multi-
objective DE algorithm to minimise both the classification
error rate and the number of selected features to form the
algorithm named DEMOFS. DEMOFS was compared with
two traditional feature selection algorithms (LFS and GSBS)
and a DE based single objective algorithms (DEFS), which
aimed to minimise the classification error rates. Experi-
ments on nine commonly used datasets showed that DEFS,
or DEMOFS can select a or a set of small feature subset (s)
to achieve similar or even better classification performance
than using all features. DEMOFS outperformed both DEFS
because it aimed to minimise both the classification error
rate and the number of features. All the three DE based
algorithms outperformed the two traditional algorithms.

This is the initial and also the first work of using multi-
objective DE for feature selection, but it discovers that DE
can be successfully used for multi-objective feature selection.
It also provides motivations for further investigating EC par-
ticularly DE methods for multi-objective feature selection.
The performance of DEMOFS needs to compare with other
EC based multi-objective feature selection algorithms, such
as PSO and GAs.
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